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“Psychoanalysis is about what 

two people can say to each other 

if they agree not to have sex” 

(Philips, 2008, p1) 



"A psychoanalyst 

is someone who pretends 

he doesn't know everything!” 

(Glenn Gabbard)



AIMS OF THE DAY

 Introduce the psychoanalytic model of the mind

 Introduce some basic psychodynamic concepts

 Use these to understand a clinical case

 Consider the rationale for treatment

 Overview of the evidence base and its limits

 Observation & practice of therapy



“The mind is an 

arena, a sort 

of tumbling-

ground, for the 

struggle of 

antagonistic 

impulses.” 
(Freud, 1917)



1. IN WHICH CITY CAN YOU

FIND THIS ‘MAN HANGING

OUT’ STATUE?  

1.Prague

2.Vienna

3.Budapest



2. WHERE DID FREUD SPEND HIS FINAL

DAYS?

 Vienna

 Prague

 London 



3. WHICH OF THESE IS NOT ONE OF FREUD’S

STAGES OF SEXUAL DEVELOPMENT?

 Oral

 Anal

 Oedipal

 Latency

 Genital



4. WHICH OF THESE IS NOT PART OF FREUD’S

STRUCTURAL MODEL OF THE MIND? 

 Ego

 Id

 Self

 Superego



5. WHICH ONE OF THESE IS NOT PART OF

FREUD’S TOPOGRAPHICAL MODEL OF THE

MIND?

 Conscious

 Unconscious

 Subconscious

 Preconscious



SESSION ONE:

BASIC PSYCHODYNAMIC THEORY



PSYCHIC DETERMINISM

 All behaviour is meaningful, purposeful,

motivated and of potential significance, even

maladaptive actions.



FREUD’S TOPOGRAPHICAL MODEL

Conscious

Preconscious

Unconscious



EVIDENCE FOR THE UNCONSCIOUS

 What’s on your mind?

 Parapraxes (including slips of the tongue)

 Jokes

 Interrupted train of thought

 Dreams “The Royal Road to the Unconscious”



TOPOGRAPHICAL MODEL & DREAMS

Conscious

Unconscious

Censorship



DREAMS & TOPOGRAPHIC MODEL

Conscious

UnconsciousPainful content

Censorship

Transformed content

Defences



DEFENCES

 Mental procedures designed to reduce anxiety”

 Normal / universal.

 Can lead to symptoms & compromises.

(e.g. ‘the return of the repressed’)



DEFENCES & TOPOGRAPHIC MODEL

Conscious

Unconscious

Painful affect

Defences

Transformed content

Defences



DEFENCES



PRIMITIVE DEFENCES

 Denial

 Splitting

 Dissociation

 Projection

 Introjection

 Projective 

identification

 Omnipotence

 Idealisation

 Denigration

 Manic defence

 Paranoid defence



NEUROTIC DEFENCES

 Repression

 Displacement

 Reaction formation

 Reversal 

 Undoing

 Isolation (of affect)

 Intellectualisation

 Conversion

 Acting out

 Rationalisation

 Sublimation

 Humour

 Altruism



WHEN DOES A DEFENCE BECOME A

PROBLEM?



DEFENCES EXERCISE



SCENARIO A

All day long at work you have had client after

client come in seemingly no better than they

were before and listing all the difficulties and

trials they have experienced.

On arrival home you make a long awaited cup of

tea and prepare to retire to your favourite chair.

In that same chair your cat is spread out enjoying

the warmth. You seize the cat and hurl it to the

floor, then are suddenly shocked by your actions

to poor old puss.



SCENARIO B

 A You are envious of a friend’s new car. The next

time you and your friends are driving around

town, you see a car just like it, driven by a

stranger. You say to your friends about the

stranger, “I bet that girl l is a spoiled brat.”



SCENARIO C

A 40 a day smoker finds himself breathless and

coughing up phlegm after a walk in the park. He

lights up a cigarette in a nearby café to be told by

the owner, “those things will kill you, you know”.

The smoker replies that he is “as fit as a fiddle”

and that his 90 year old grandfather smoked

unfiltered cigarettes every day of his life – it

never harmed him!



SCENARIO D

A female GP whose friend recently committed

suicide a week after they had argued tells her

partner about the latest research into serotonin

deficiency and suicidality.



SCENARIO E

Heinrich Himmler (head of the Nazi SS) reported

in conversation to his masseur re: hunting:

“How can you take any pleasure in creeping up on

and shooting the poor animals grazing so

innocently, defenceless and unsuspecting, at the

edge of the woods? Considered objectively, that is

pure murder … Nature is so beautiful and after

all every animal has the right to life.”

(Enzenberger, 1968)



SCENARIO F

 A soldier who has been exposed to traumatic

experiences has amnesia and is unable to recall

any part of his ordeal.

 A woman who was abused as a child finds that

the smell of stale alcohol produces a fleeting, but

disturbing flash of her abusive uncle’s face.



SCENARIO G

 A youth, who spent much of his school years in

detention for fighting becomes a successful

amateur boxer.

 You are a talented artist whose paintings depict

serious, dark themes.



SCENARIO H

 You are attending a sponsored lunch, with free

boxed lunches. The food looks really good, so you

take two boxes, telling yourself, “it’ll go to waste

otherwise’



SCENARIO I

 You develop a crush on a friend. Every time you

see this friend, you tease and criticize him/her.

 You don’t like your boss (or consultant

supervisor). Each morning, when s/he comes in to

work, you act especially nice to her/him and even

buy her/him flowers on her/his birthday.



SCENARIO J

 You tend to procrastinate, but you’re

embarrassed about this quality. Any time you see

someone else procrastinating, you say, “He must

be really lazy. What a bum!”



SCENARIO K

A patient declares to her new CPN:

“You are the best thing that has ever happened to

me – I can tell you anything – I have never felt

helped this much by anyone!”



DRIVE THEORY
(FREUD, THE EGO AND THE ID, 1923)

Physiological 
Stimulus

• Hunger

Mental 
Representation

• ‘Mouth’

Drive / Instinct

• Ingestion





DRIVE THEORY

 Less emphasis on the object

 Psychosexual stages

 Oral

 Anal

 Phallic

 (Latent)

 Genital



OBJECT RELATIONS THEORY

 Infants form mental representations of

themselves in relation to others

Mental representations form templates of

relating to others in adult life, including

friends, work colleagues, sexual partners

and also clinicians.



“OBJECT RELATIONS” 

 The dynamic internalized relationships between 

the self and significant others (objects). 

 An object relation involves mental 

representations of:

- The object as perceived by the self

- The self in relation to the object

- The relationship between self and object



 ‘Internal objects’ are formed during infancy

through repeated experiences with caregiver.

 The representations do not necessarily reflect

reality but are subjectively constructed by the

infant’s limited cognitive abilities.

 ‘psychic reality’ vs external reality.



EXTERNAL OBJECT RELATIONSHIP

Self Object



INTERNAL OBJECT RELATIONSHIP

Self Object



MENTAL PHENOMENA

 Transference

 Earlier feelings are transferred from their original

object (typically a parent) to a current relationship, in

therapy, with the therapist/analyst.

 Unconscious

 Can be positive or negative



TRANSFERENCE: RELATIONSHIP TEMPLATES

Early 
relationships *

Relationship 
to therapist

Current 
relationships

*The compulsion to repeat 



THE COMPULSION TO REPEAT

(WIEDERHOLUNGSZWANG) 

Freud, S. 1914. Remembering, Repeating and

Working Through.

‘The patient does not remember anything of what

he has forgotten and repressed, he acts it out,

without, of course, knowing that he is repeating it

... For instance, the patient does not say that he

remembers that he used to be defiant and critical

toward his parents' authority; instead, he behaves

in that way to the doctor'



COUNTER-TRANSFERENCE 

(countertransference)

 Feelings you (the therapist) get as a result to the 

influence the patient has on you.

 Can be related to your own difficulties

 Can also be part of non-verbal communication

 Can be used diagnostically and therapeutically 

(with caution)



“all of one’s thoughts and feelings and fantasies

that one finds oneself having in the course of an

interview with the patient are very likely to be

utilisable as relevant data, relevant to what is

going on in the patient” (Harold Searles, 1973)



FREUD’S STRUCTURAL MODEL OF THE MIND

(1923)

Ego

Reality

IdSuperego







SESSION TWO:

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS



PSYCHOLOGICAL FORMULATION

 The process of co-constructing a hypothesis or “best
guess” about the origins of a person’s difficulties in
the context of their relationships, social
circumstances, life events, and the sense that they
have made of them (Johnstone, 2017).

 A structure for thinking (together with the patient)
about how to understand their experiences and how
to move forward.

 Is “the tool used by clinicians to relate theory to
practice” (Butler, 1998, p. 2).

 It provides the basis for an intervention plan tailored
to the individual and their needs.



DIAGNOSIS VS. FORMULATION

Characteristics Diagnosis Formulation

Format Descriptive label Explanatory summary

Standpoint What is shared? What is unique?

Perspective It is an illness It all makes sense

Derivation Structured examination Interactive interview

Use of Theory Theory neutral Informed by theory

Predicts Course of illness Response to illness

Treatment Identified Rx Informs Rx



TRIANGLE OF CONFLICT
(EZRIEL, 1952; MALAN, 1995)

Anxiety Defence

Hidden 
Feeling



TRIANGLE OF CONFLICT

Anxiety (about 
consequences of 

feelings)

Defence
mechanism

Hidden feeling, 
wishes and 
impulses 



RECAP DEFENCES EXERCISE



GROUP WORK: VIGNETTE - S



PRIMITIVE DEFENCES

 Denial

 Splitting

 Dissociation

 Projection

 Introjection

 Projective identification

 Omnipotence

 Idealisation

 Denigration

 Manic defence

 Paranoid defence

NEUROTIC DEFENCES

 Repression

 Displacement

 Reaction formation

 Undoing

 Reversal

 Isolation

 Intellectualisation

 Conversion

 Acting out

 Rationalisation

 Sublimation

 Humour



TRIANGLE OF PERSON
(MALAN, 1995)

Other/CurrentTherapist

Past/Parent



GROUP WORK: VIGNETTE - S



COMBINED: THE 4 TRIANGLES



AND NOW…





SESSION THREE:

WHEN WOULD YOU USE THIS

THERAPY?



PSYCHOTHERAPY

 The branch of psychiatry concerned with

psychological methods

 The treatment of mental or emotional problems

by psychological means

 As opposed to biological and social interventions



Freud: Psychoanalysis 1893 - 1939

Psychoanalytic psychotherapy 1950s

Jung: 1909

Psychodrama 1939

Cognitive 1963

Family therapy 1960s

Counselling 1950s

Interpersonal 1974

Behaviour therapy 1948



SIMILARITIES BETWEEN ALL THERAPIES

 Explaining the aims and rationale of therapy

 Establishing a therapeutic alliance

 Monitoring and maintaining boundaries

 Sensitivity to ending



COMMONALITIES OF HEALING PRACTICES ACROSS

CULTURES (FRANK & FRANK, 1991)

 Healer: An individual who is culturally sanctioned as a 
healer and possesses expertise
 Ex: psychologist, acupuncturist, shaman

 Healing Setting: A context in which the healing art is 
practiced
 Ex: office, home, religious location 

 Ritual: A set of procedures that is necessary for the 
healing process
 Ex: talk, physical manipulation of the body, performance

 Myth: A rationale for the treatment that is consistent 
with the ritual
 Ex: psychodynamic, physiologic, spiritual explanation



PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY

 The exploration of past events and relationships

and their relation to current difficulties

 Focused on relationship patterns including the

relationship between the therapist and patient

 Emphasis on feelings and unconscious processes



Anxiety (about 
consequences of 

feelings)

Defence
mechanism

Hidden feeling, 
wishes and 
impulses 

Other/CurrentTherapist

Past/Parent



Psychoanalytic Cognitive Counselling

Past, present,

here-and-now

Present symptoms Present problems

Free association

Interpretation

Socratic questioning

Problem solving

Non-judgemental listening

Unconditional positive 

regard

Negative feelings 

towards therapist are 

explored

Negative feelings towards 

therapist are regarded as 

obstacles to the therapy

Negative feelings towards 

therapist are normally 

regarded as part of the 

therapy

Emphasis on both 

patient’s and 

therapist’s process

Emphasis on patient's 

process

Emphasis on patient's 

process

Unstructured Agenda’ed Unstructured

Emphasis on 

relationships

Emphasis on current 

problems

Emphasis on current 

problems

Unconscious work 

between sessions

Homework / conscious 

work between sessions

Usually no homework



PSYCHOANALYTIC THERAPY: INDICATIONS

 Difficulties rooted in past relationships and 

development

 Personality disorders

 Acute and chronic neuroses

 Eating disorders

 Adjustment disorders, including ‘pathological’ 

grief



USING THE FORMULATION

 What would you focus on in therapy?

 What effect will that have?



RESEARCH IN PSYCHOTHERAPY



TRUE OR FALSE?

 Psychotherapy research is not as reliable as

research on drug treatment.

 Psychotherapy research can only be done using

qualitative methods.

 There is no evidence that psychotherapy is

effective.



TRUE OR FALSE?

 There is good evidence that psychodynamic 

therapy is effective.

 There is no evidence that some psychotherapy 

modalities are more effective than others. 

 Psychotherapy outcome research outlines how 

psychotherapy works.



 Psychotherapy is the best documented medical 

intervention in history (Howard et al. 1995)



PROBLEMS IN PSYCHOTHERAPY RESEARCH

 Randomisation vs. indication and assessment

outcome.

 Expectation of therapy is pertinent for outcome

 Sample size small, attrition high, therefore ?random

 Different therapists = no standardisation

(but adherence to manuals decreases quality of

therapist functioning)

 No therapist-patient matching



 Issues with blinding 

 Investigator allegiance (70%, Luborsky et al, 

2006) 

 Not practical in long term therapies 

 Poor success in predicting outcome at the level of 

individual 

PROBLEMS IN PSYCHOTHERAPY RESEARCH



THE PROBLEM OF OUTCOME

MEASURES..

 They don’t answer the ‘how’.

 Is it all about symptoms and symptom

count/score?

 Some outcomes difficult to measure

 Who decides if therapy is working?

 Patient satisfaction as an outcome measure

(Consumer Report)



CONSUMER REPORTS STUDY (SELIGMAN, 1995)

 Methodology

 180,000 readers received 

issue, 7000 filled out 

survey, 3000 saw 

mental health 

professionals

 Educated, middle-class, 

50% female, median age 

= 46

 Outcome measures:

◼ Specific improvement

◼ Satisfaction

◼ Global Improvement



CONSUMER REPORTS STUDY (FINDINGS)

 Psychotherapy led to 

improvement for 90%

 Psychiatrists, 

psychologists, social 

workers equally 

effective

 Longer treatment led to 

better outcomes

 Limitations on 

insurance led to worse 

outcomes



 People who felt worst before treatment reported the 

most improvement (CF. antidepressants)

 No difference between different types of therapies

 No difference between psychotherapy alone and 

psychotherapy with meds

 Active shoppers and active clients did better

 Conclusion: Psychotherapy Works!

 Critique: non-random, self-report, no control groups, 

cognitive dissonance

CONSUMER REPORTS STUDY (FINDINGS)



DODO BIRD EFFECT (LUBORSKY, 1975) 

NO DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DIFFERENT TYPES OF

THERAPIES

"Everybody has won,

and all must have

prizes."

Chapter 3 of Lewis Carroll's

Alice's Adventures in

Wonderland



WHY DOES PSYCHOTHERAPY WORK? (WAMPOLD, 

2001)



‘LAW OF DIMINISHING RETURN’



 ED50: effective dose to produce recovery in 50% 

of patients 

 ‘Remoralization’: ED50 =4-6 sessions

 Depression/anxiety: ED50 =10-12 sessions

 Interpersonal/longstanding: ED50 >40 



SO DOES IT WORK? 

First major meta-analysis of psychotherapy

outcome studies.

psychotherapy compared with untreated

controls 475 studies

various diagnoses and treatments

Overall effect size of 0.85

(Smith, Glass, & Miller, 1980).



SO DOES IT WORK?

Lipsey and Wilson (1993):

18 meta-analyses concerned with general

psychotherapy outcomes, median effect size

0.75.

Robinson, Berman, and Neimeyer (1990):

37 psychotherapy studies, specifically in the

depression, overall effect size of 0.73.



EFFECT SIZE IN PERSPECTIVE

 effect sizes of :

0.26 for fluoxetine

0.26 for sertraline 

0.24 for citalopram 

0.31 for escitalopram 

0.30 for duloxetine 

0.17 for TCAs 

 0.31 overall mean effect size for antidepressants

approved by FDA between 1987 and 2004 was

(Turner, Matthews, Linardatos, Tell, &

Rosenthal, 2008).









IT GETS BETTER! 

 Abbass, Hancock, Henderson, & Kisely, 2006

 Meta-analysis, the Cochrane Library,

 23 randomized controlled trials of 1,431 patients. 

 a range of common mental disorders

 short-term (<40 hours) psychodynamic therapy 

vs controls 

 overall effect size of 0.97 for general symptom 

improvement.

 effect size increased to 1.51 at long-term follow-

up (>9 months posttreatment). 





 Consistent trend toward larger effect sizes at 

follow-up suggests that psychodynamic therapy 

sets in motion psychological processes that lead 

to ongoing change, even after therapy has ended.



SESSION FOUR:

WHAT IS IT LIKE IN PRACTICE?



MYTHS, STEREOTYPES & FAIR COMMENT









MODEL OF THE MIND

Conscious

Unconscious

Painful affect

Repression

Painful affect

Therapy



THERAPEUTIC METHODS IN

PSYCHOANALYTIC PSYCHOTHERAPY

 Free association.
 ‘Speak about whatever comes to mind no matter how

irrelevant or apparently unacceptable’.

 Expression and exploration of painful affect
 ‘Tell me how that felt’.

 Hypothesis formation and interpretation
 ‘It seems to me you might have felt annoyed with him,

just before the stomach ache came on’.

 The development and understanding of
transference
 ‘The anger you feel towards me may be related to the

feeling you have spoken about of being controlled by me,
and how that feels just like how it felt with your father’.



GENERAL PRINCIPLES IN THERAPY

 Statements not questions

 Abstain from reassurance

 Non-disclosure

 but

 Use of counter-transference

 ‘Paranoid’ stance

 Here & Now





DREAM ANALYSIS

 It isn’t about the dream

 It’s about the associations

 ‘Unguarded’ (?) access to the unconscious

 What is the wish?



OTHER STUFF (IF THERE’S TIME)

 Klein

 Attachment



KLEIN

 Positions

 Paranoid Schizoid

 Depressive

 (Late depressive / concern)

 ‘Differences’ with Freud

 Differences with post-Freudians



ATTACHMENT



ATTACHMENT STYLES

 Secure

 Insecure

 Avoidant

 Ambivalent

 Disorganized



WHAT ARE YOUR QUESTIONS?



SUMMARY

 Introduce the psychoanalytic model of the mind

 Introduce some basic psychodynamic concepts

 Use these to understand a clinical case

 Consider the rationale for treatment

 Overview of the evidence base and its limits

 Observation & practice of therapy


